FIGURE 1 Surp Krikor Lusavoriq Armenian Orthodox Church and Kuzguncuk Mosque. This church was built in 1835. Its congregation had decreased significantly by time the mosque next to it was built in 1953. It is frequently told in Kuzguncuk that the mosque gave the land to the church to be built, a gesture interpreted as a sign of exceptional intercommunal tolerance. This is untrue, however. Laws conceming the property of religious institutions would have prohibited such a gift, or even the purchase of this land by the mosque foundation. (This and all photographs were taken by the author.) television media (alongside photographs of other churches and synagogues in the neighbourhood) that the image has become a symbol, serving as material 'evidence' of the social memory of past tolerance and harmony between a multiplicity of ethnic groups in the area (see Figure 2 ). These representations draw a new Muslim1 elite to Kuzguncuk to restore its historic houses and participate in its harmonious neighbourhood culture. Yet, while nostalgic images and narratives of the neighbourhood's past claim to retain historic, multicultural tolerance, the 'lie of the land' is that this landscape, and the narratives that create it, actually work to obscure a contentious and traumatic minority history.2 Furthermore, gentrification in Kuzguncuk is creating new rips in its social fabric. Although Kuzguncuk's landscape is known as 'historic', it is not a mere relic of the past but a landscape under continual and deliberate reproduction. This process is sustained by two interrelated nostalgic narratives: a narrative of multicultural tolerance; and the narrative of the neighbourhood, the mahalle, as the urban space of belonging and familiarity. These two narratives themselves respond to and reproduce a social memory of a past cosmopolitanism. Kuzguncuk's minorities are gone, however, and the traumas they experienced during mid-century Turkification policies, as well as the current divisions of class and origin in Kuzguncuk, are denied in the popular narrative of harmonious neighbourhood life.3 This denial attempts to hide tension embedded in the national narrative of belonging, of being a 'Turk'. This study of the power dynamics shaping Kuzguncuk's landscape, then, is a study of the issues at the core of the cultural debate in Turkey today concerning what it means to be a member of the Turkish nation.
The paper then brings questions concerning nostalgia and landscape to the Turkish context. I discuss nationalism in Turkey, and outline a historic geography of Istanbul with attention to the mahalle as the space of daily life. I conclude this section with an examination of how minority identity is produced by (and sustains) both nationalism as a feeling of belonging in the nation and the mahalle as the space of belonging in the city. The paper continues by retracing these themes in the case of Kuzguncuk. I examine how ideas of belonging in the mahalle are produced in larger popular culture, resulting in the creation of a nostalgic cultural landscape in Kuzguncuk. I then present two sets of oral histories from Kuzguncuk. The first concerns the history of a market garden which once belonged to a Greek family and which is, today, the subject of green activism on the part of the Kuzguncuk Neighbourhood Association. The second cluster of stories narrates the 1955 anti-Greek riots in Istanbul as they are remembered (and un-remembered) in Kuzguncuk. My conclusion interprets the nostalgia for Istanbul's minorities. I situate it within the context of a cultural debate concerning the terms of belonging, of being a 'Turk', in Turkey, a debate which both redraws and contests the boundaries of the nation in the space of the urban.
Methodology
At an early stage of my research, I observed a popularity for objects and places that evoked nostalgia for 'old Istanbul', especially for things related to the historic culture of the mahalle. I also frequently heard a nostalgic narrative of Kuzguncuk's special mahalle landscape and culture (in the words of one Istanbul resident, 'Well, if you're interested in mahalles, you should go to Kuzguncuk, that's a real mahalle!') I aimed to compare individual oral histories and observations of daily life to these popular discourses. I focused on the landscape because it was essential both to how people described Kuzguncuk and to representations of the mahalle in popular culture.
The narratives analysed in this paper were gathered in Istanbul while I lived there nearly continuously Population shifts in the city and in Kuzguncuk Kuzguncuk was a Bosphorus village until it became a mahalle of Istanbul after the city expanded from the historic peninsula around the turn of the twentieth century (see Figure 3 ). Its 10 Jewish households (they are intermarried to non-Jews, however) and a few Greek or other Orthodox families connected to the Greek Orthodox church (some of these families are intermarried too). 28 There are a few elderly Armenian, Greek and Jewish residents.
The result of Turkification29 was that, by the late twentieth century, Istanbul's cosmopolitan culture had disappeared with the emigration of its non-Muslim minorities. In 
Kuzguncuk and the nostalgic narrative
Long-term media attention to Kuzguncuk has made it a favourite place through which to display the 'authenticity' of mahalle life. Newspaper articles and television programs single out Kuzguncuk for its ideal historic landscape and integrated life.
The mansions protected until today, the historic boat station and the people tightly bound by neighbourly relationships, make Kuzguncuk possibly the most beautiful neighbourhood on the Bosphorus. The work there to protect the old structures is done with the aim of creating a new way of life. More than protecting the old structures, is the true desire to protect the relationships, the love and understanding between people. Kuzguncuk people are making decisions for themselves, trying to prevent Kuzguncuk from becoming foreign. 34 These representations of Kuzguncuk are part of a larger phenomenon: the cultural production of a social memory of mahalle life. Turks, Jews, Armenians were not separate in those times. There was no anger at each other. It was when the doctor was killed in Cyprus that it got bad here. Then those who came from Anatolia did it to us. They took their goods, they hit the churches, there were Turkish houses next to the churches. It was the people who came from Anatolia who did it. They broke into the houses, they tied the tanks' wheels and tore fabrics in the houses ... We heard sounds ... they cut the rugs, they ruined things, they took the mattresses of the beds and cut them and threw the wool out of the windows. They broke the glass. One of them sat in front of the jail, wearing several layers of clothes, putting on shoes from a pile of shoes there. What sins were committed here. When they saw the Greeks they turned the other way.
A middle-aged Greek woman also places blame, not on all Muslim Turks, but specifically on rural migrants. She explains that during the 6-7 September events her Muslim friends protected the church and hid their Greek friends under their beds. Then she says, 'But the neighbourliness has disappeared. After the 6-7 September events, places died. In the old days there was civilization. Between Jew, Armenian, and Greek, there was no rudeness. Then when they [rural migrants] began to come it got ruined.' For this woman, the neighbourliness between Muslims and non-Muslims in Kuzguncuk was ruined by rural-urban migration which destroyed true urban culture. The state's role in the riots is never mentioned, and the goodness, the integrity of 'real' or older migrant Muslim Kuzguncuk residents, is preserved with blame on recent rural migrants.
For a Jewish male informant in his early 40s, recollection of the events is full of tension regarding intracommunity relations in the mahalle. He also blames rural migrants, but blames local 'Turks' as well, for helping them. He heard from his parents that the 6-7 September events were very dramatic, very sad in Kuzguncuk, and Jews were also affected by these events. But in Kuzguncuk, Greek houses were pillaged and vandalized with stones and it was done by people who came from Anatolia, although some of the Turks here showed them the way, saying this house is Greek, throw it over there, this house is Jewish, don't throw a stone here. These are sad things but they were done by those who came later. In Kuzguncuk, whether Muslim, Greek Armenian, Jewish, there was a good relationship between them, there was a good feeling of brotherhood and sisterhood. (emphasis added)
First the teller acknowledges difference between Muslims and non-Muslims in Kuzguncuk, saying the Turks showed the rioters the way to minority homes, and then he pulls back from this statement to reinforce the goodness of neighbours and say it was really done by recent migrants to Kuzguncuk. He conforms his narrative to the dominant memory, preserving the 'urban' Kuzguncuk as the place of civilized, positive neighbourly relationships and marking the doers of violence as migrant, and therefore non-urban, outsiders.
For all Kuzguncuk people the riots are a painful memory: for most people the memory is too painful or shameful to remember, and they deny the riots ever happened. The narrative moments of tension (the contradiction that claims the riots didn't happen and then witnesses their happening) centre on Kuzguncuk's identity as a place where religion never divided neighbours, where everyone belonged. The riots are a moment when the state employed force to mobilize prejudice based on existing categories of difference. For all non-Muslims, the riots made the boundaries of these categories unforgettably visible, and created fear and insecurity over future claim to safe place in the city. For those remembering, the riots were committed by outsiders, the new immigrants whose culture of non-tolerance reflected their 'non-urban' origins, reinforcing the narrative of Kuzguncuk's (and Istanbul's) cosmopolitanism as the defining feature of its particular urban character. Stories of the riots demonstrate the need to create belonging and collectivity in remembering the mahalle while also revealing the boundaries that fragmented it.
Mahalle space, defined by the category of Kuzguncuklu with boundaries that inscribe insider/outsider and neighbour/foreigner, are produced through the same hegemonic cultural politics that produce the nation as a space. Jane M. Jacobs argues that definitions of 'self' and 'other' are 'building blocks for hierarchies of power', a power which is inherently spatial.60 The city was an important component of this power, as the city is not only where the self and other met also the 'geographical articulation' of imperial power, the space of 'the "opaque" intersections between representational practices, the built form and a range of other axes of power which determine the precise historical context within which imperialism does and does not hold'.61 While Jacobs describes the urban of imperialism, I borrow from her analysis to argue that similarly, the boundaries of exclusion and inclusion in the Turkish nation, defined in terms of 'minority' and 'Turk', were inscribed upon the urban landscape with political and economic policies that transferred minorityowned properties to 'ethnic Turks'. These policies forced or encouraged the emigration of most non-Muslims from Istanbul. Narratives of the mahalle, those which reinforce the dominant memory of multiethnic tolerance, and those which challenge this memory with 'other' stories of violence and fear, betray the constructed nature of the categories 'minority' and 'Turk', exposing the vulnerability, tension and uncertainty embedded in the boundaries which define the nation.
Conclusions
Boundaries of nostalgia: the mahalle as the site of history Postmodem culture is a wave we ride in the disorganizing and all pervasive economy of late capitalism. Awash in a sea of faces, we look back nostalgically to the shore in a sudden memory of a ground already lost ... Now, threatened with a deadening pluralism that makes us all just an other among others, . . . nostalgia becomes the very lighthouse waving us back to shore, the one point on the landscape that -gives hope of direction.62
Interrogating the mahalle landscape leads us to reading the nostalgia at the core of the social memory. Kathleen Stewart 65 The material urban fabric of the mahalle is one such promiscuous geography; it and its reflection, the social memory, are reproduced within and through the nation.
Zygmunt Bauman bridges this analysis of the mahalle as a nostalgic response to the need for community in the postmodern city to ideas of the community as a category of belonging within the nation. He argues that the purpose of national culture is to 'loosen the grip' of local communities on the nation,66 to create an overarching category of belonging more powerful than the previous category of the local community. His reads nostalgia for the 'sweetness of belonging' as a response to the failure of the nation to successfully create the overarching imagined community. In order for the nation's imagined community to succeed, ethnic communities must eventually assimilate or perish, which he terms the 'annihilation of difference'.67 The mahalle represents the very instability of the 'minority-nation' relationship: the category of nation produced the ethnic minority, and then proceeded to destroy the minority in order to achieve hegemony (to territorialize itself, in the case of Turkey to 'Turkify' the territory). The curious paradox of recalling the presence of minorities in the mahalle through the social memory, while simultaneously employing a language of tolerance to deny the history of antiminority violence, is an 'assimilatory pressure' which 'strip[s] the "others" of their "otherness"; to make them indistinguishable from the rest of the nation's body, to digest them completely and dissolve their idiosyncrasy in the uniform compound of national identity. ' In the case of Kuzguncuk, the social memory of the 'urban' and the 'mahalle' acquire an authenticity through the landscape, which, in turn, enables this narrative of the past:
